
Jarren 
Male Human Mage 

Level 1        Evil 
 

ABILITY   SCORE  

STRENGTH  10  
Athletics +2 
 

CONSTITUTION 14  
Endurance +4 
 

DEXTERITY  11  
Acrobatics +2, Stealth +2, Thievery +2 
 

INTELLIGENCE 18  
Arcana +9, History +9, Religion +9 
 

WISDOM  14  
Dungeoneering +7, Heal +4, Insight+4, Nature 

Passive Insight 14, Passive Perception 14 
 

CHARISMA  10  
Bluff +2, Diplomacy +2, Intimidate +2, Streetwise 
 

AC   14 

FORTITUDE 13 

REFLEX  15 

WILL   15 

HIT POINTS 24  BLOODIED 

SURGES 8  HP HEALED

SECOND WIND  ACTION POINT
 

INITIATIVE +0  SPEED

VISION NORMAL 

LANGUAGES COMMON, PRIMORDIAL

 

OTHER ABILITIES (Bonuses inc. in stats 

Evocation Apprentice: When you roll damage for

evocation power, if any of the dice come up

pick one of them, reroll it, and use the new result.
 

CLASS ADVICE  

Wizards use magic for offense and defense, as well as for 

tasks and applications. Most of your wizard

several enemies at some distance. Use arc lightning or freezing 

burst to hit as many enemies as possible, but be caref

of your spells can hurt your friends as well as your enemies. If 

the enemy gets in close, or if you are fighting in a small space, 

burning hands can deal a lot of damage to several creatures.
 

EQUIPMENT 
staff, cloth armour, adventurer’s kit, spell book and 

pieces.

MOD + 1/2 LEVEL 

 +0 

 +2 

 +0 

 +4 

 +2 
, Nature +7, Perception +5 

 +0 
, Streetwise +2 

BLOODIED  12 

HP HEALED 6 

ACTION POINT 

SPEED  6 

PRIMORDIAL 

in stats are not listed) 

When you roll damage for an arcane 

if any of the dice come up with a result of 1, 

new result. 

and defense, as well as for other 

tasks and applications. Most of your wizard spells can attack 

lightning or freezing 

but be careful, as some 

of your spells can hurt your friends as well as your enemies. If 

are fighting in a small space, 

can deal a lot of damage to several creatures. 

s kit, spell book and 29 gold 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BACKGROUND 
You were born in Baldur’s Gate, a child of unskilled 

Your parents were employed by a lumber com

killed when orcs attacked their work 

seasons at an orphanage before 

magical abilities that irregularly manifested themselves in 

unsettling ways. Fortunately for you, one of the orphanage 

overseers knew a wizard who offered to take you on as an 

apprentice. 

Although your master did not mistreat you, he did 

as a parent might. However, your educa

second to none. You have travelled

streets of Waterdeep to the majestic earthmotes of Akanûl to 

the barren plains of Narfell. Your journeys

to a powerful mage and then as an accomplished evoker

taught you that friendship and trust are wonderful 

you must be self-reliant to survive.

Your most recent studies took you to Netheril, where 

offered a rare opportunity to learn from a Sha

practically hummed with power and 

wield fire and ice improved tremendously under his tutelage.

You have made a few friends during your travels, 

Brother Rhobart, a priest of Amaunator. 

time traveling together, indulg

concerning arcane power, divine power, and the dangers of 

summoning, among other topics. When Rhobart asked you

behalf of Her Radiance Dareen Travaskyr the priestess of his 

temple—to procure an item that had been lost in the 

Sea, he already knew you would appreciate the 

wasn’t wrong, and you enjoyed testing 

the ruby from an island. 
 

PERSONALITY 
You know you are not perfect, but you are a natural leader. Every 

group needs one. You don’t attempt to solve everything 

yourself, but you are particularly adept at f

person to solve the problem and positioning him or her to do 

so. 
 

QUOTE 
“The proper application of knowledge and fire can solve 
any problem.” 
 

Staff 

At-Will   Weapon 

Standard Action Melee

Target:  One creature  

Attack:  1d20 + 2 vs. AC  

Hit:  1d8 damage. 

 

 

 

 

You were born in Baldur’s Gate, a child of unskilled laborers. 

Your parents were employed by a lumber company and were 

killed when orcs attacked their work site. You spent several 

seasons at an orphanage before your guardians realized you had 

irregularly manifested themselves in 

Fortunately for you, one of the orphanage 

a wizard who offered to take you on as an 

Although your master did not mistreat you, he did not love you 

as a parent might. However, your education in magic was 

travelled the world, from the crowded 

majestic earthmotes of Akanûl to 

Narfell. Your journeys—first as an apprentice 

erful mage and then as an accomplished evoker—have 

taught you that friendship and trust are wonderful luxuries, but 

reliant to survive. 

Your most recent studies took you to Netheril, where you were 

offered a rare opportunity to learn from a Shadovar evoker who 

practically hummed with power and knowledge. Your ability to 

tremendously under his tutelage. 

You have made a few friends during your travels, including 

Brother Rhobart, a priest of Amaunator. The two of you spent 

time traveling together, indulging in philosophical debates 

divine power, and the dangers of 

other topics. When Rhobart asked you—on 

Her Radiance Dareen Travaskyr the priestess of his 

to procure an item that had been lost in the Shadow 

Sea, he already knew you would appreciate the challenge. He 

wasn’t wrong, and you enjoyed testing yourself as you fetched 

You know you are not perfect, but you are a natural leader. Every 

group needs one. You don’t attempt to solve everything 

yourself, but you are particularly adept at finding the best 

person to solve the problem and positioning him or her to do 

The proper application of knowledge and fire can solve 

Melee Basic Attack 

Weapon  

Melee weapon 



 
POWERS 
All weapon attack powers assume use of the staff as the main weapon. 
 

Magic Missile Wizard Attack 1 

A glowing blue bolt of magical energy hurtles from your finger 

and unerringly strikes your target. 

At-Will   Implement, Arcane, Force 

Standard Action Ranged 20  

Target:  One or two creatures 

Effect:  6 force damage 

Special:  This attack may be used as a ranged basic attack 
 

Arc Lightning Wizard Attack 1 

Lightning leaps from your outstretched hand, weaving safely 

through your allies to slam into your foes. 

At-Will   Implement, Arcane, Lightning 

Standard Action Ranged 20  

Target:  One or two creatures 

Attack:  1d20 + 4 vs. Reflex 

Hit:  1d6 + 5 lightning damage. 
 

Freezing Burst Wizard Attack 1 

You hurl a hailstone toward your foes. It explodes among 

them, temporarily turning the ground into an ice slick. 

At-Will   Implement, Arcane, Cold 

Standard Action Area Burst 1 within 10 squares  

Target:  Each creature in burst  

Attack:  1d20 + 4 vs. Reflex 

Hit:  1d6 + 5 cold damage, and you slide the target 1 

square. 
 

Ghost Sound Wizard Utility 

With a wink, you create an illusory sound that emanates from 

a distant location.  

At-Will   Arcane 

Standard Action Ranged 10  

Target:  One object or unoccupied square 

Effect:  You cause a sound as quiet as a whisper or as 

loud as a yelling or fighting creature to emanate from the 

target. You can produce non-vocal sounds such as the 

ringing of a sword blow, jingling armour, or scraping stone. If 

you whisper, you can whisper quietly enough that only 

creatures adjacent to the target can hear your words. 
 

Light Wizard Utility 

With a wave of your hand, you cause a bright light to appear 

on the tip of your staff, upon some other object, or in a nearby 

space. 

At-Will   Arcane 

Minor Action  Ranged 5 

Target:  One object or unoccupied square 

Effect:  The target sheds bright light until the end of the 

encounter or until you use this power again. The light fills 

the target’s space and all squares within 4 squares of it. 

Putting out the light is a free action. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second Wind Utility 

You take a moment to catch your breath and gather your 

strength. 

Encounter   

Standard Action Personal 

Effect:  Spend a Healing Surge and gain a +2 bonus to 

all defenses until the start of your next turn. 
 

Heroic Effort Human Racial Utility 

Your grim focus and unbridled energy means that failure is 

not an option. 

Encounter   

No Action  Personal 

Trigger:  You miss with an attack or fail a saving throw  

Effect:  You gain a +4 racial bonus to the attack rolls or 

the saving throw. 
 

Suggestion Wizard Utility 

You weave arcane power through your words, infusing each 

phrase with persuasive magic. 

Encounter  Arcane 

Standard Action Personal 

Trigger:  You make a Diplomacy check.  

Effect:  You make an Arcana check instead, using that 

result to determine the outcome of the Diplomacy check. 
 

Burning Hands Wizard Attack 1 

A gout of flame erupts from your hands and scorches nearby 

foes. 

Encounter  Implement, Arcane, Fire 

Standard Action Close Blast 5 

Target:  Each creature in the blast  

Attack:  1d20 + 4 vs. Reflex 

Hit:  2d6 + 5 fire damage. 

Miss:  Half damage 
 

Fountain of Flame Wizard Attack 1 

You weave a fiery pillar that spins like a top. With each 

revolution, it douses your enemies with searing heat. 

Daily   Implement, Arcane, Fire 

Standard Action Area Burst 1 within 10 squares 

Target:  Each enemy in burst  

Attack:  1d20 + 4 vs. Reflex 

Hit:  3d8 + 5 fire damage , and you slide the target up 

to 3 squares: 

Miss:  Half damage 

Effect:  The burst creates a zone that lasts until the end 

of the encounter. Any enemy that enters the zone or ends its 

turn there takes 5 fire damage. 

 

 


